Theory: Two expected utility theories and one psychological/resource mobilization theory of the impact of repression on dissent are tested in this study. Hypotheses: Lichbach (1987) hypothesizes that dissidents will substitute violent protest for nonviolent protest behavior (and vice versa) when confronted with repression. Gupta, Singh, and Sprague (1993) put forth a contextual argument: repression spurs violence in democracies, but high levels of repression are effective in authoritarian regimes. Rasler ( 1996) contends that timing matters: repression is effective in the short run, but spurs protest in the long run. Methods: Sequential tests of events data are used to test the hypotheses. Results: Lichbach's theory is supported by the evidence, but neither Gupta, Singh, and Sprague's nor Rasler's theories receives support.
I. Introduction
Repression sparks dissident behavior, yet repression also deters dissident behavior: statistical analyses of the relationship between the two indicate that both statements can be substantiated.l Interest in this apparent anomaly has recently attracted both formal theoretical analysis2 and theoretically-driven statistical tests of hypotheses.3 This study asks: "Why do 
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Correction
Moore transposed the words 'turn' and 'move' on the top of p. 862. Starting with the sentence that begins "For example, the first three "turns"..." the remainder of the paragraph should read:
For example, the first three "moves" in the hypothetical sequence above (i.e., A, A, A) comprise actor A's first "turn." Actor B's first "turn" is comprised of a single "move" (i.e., B), as is actor A's second "turn." Actor B's second "turn" is comprised of two "moves" (i. e., B, B) . Following Marlin-Bennett, Rosenblatt, and Wang, I transformed the stream of "move" interactions into a stream of "turn" interactions and use the "turn" data below. To convert the "moves" into "turns," I calculated the mean score of the "moves" that comprised each "turn." . . [ .[ .[ .[ .[ .[ .[ .[ .[ .[ .[ .[ .[ .[ .[ "' "' "' "' "' "' "' "' "' "' "' "' "' "' "' "' "' cccccccccccccccc=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~= ==c=cc=======cc= eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEẼ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~õ ;»»;»»»> OOOOOOOOQOO """"""""0"" """"""""""""""""' UUO)QJQJQJUQJQJUQJ~~~~~~~~~. 
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